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Abstract— When an operating system crashes and hangs, it
leaves the machine in an unusable state. All currently running
program state and data is lost. The usual solution is to reboot the
machine and restart user programs. However, it is possible that
after a crash, user program state and most operating system state
is still in memory and hopefully, not corrupted. In this project,
we use a watchdog timer to reset the processor on an operating
system crash. We have modified the Linux kernel and added
a recovery routine that is called instead of the normal boot up
function when the processor is reset by a watchdog. This resumes
execution of user processes after killing the process that was
executing when the watchdog fired. We have implemented this
on the ARM architecture and we use a periodic watchdog kick
thread to detect system crashes. If this thread is not scheduled
periodically, the watchdog reset initiates recovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliability of computers is a very compelling requirement
in the modern world where significant parts of our lives are
governed by computer systems. Failures of large scale critical
computer controlled infrastructure like the power grid have
drastic effects on our way of life. Even small devices like
personal cellphones, which have evolved to a never before
seen level of complexity, need to be reliable because they
are being used to manage increasing amounts of personal
information. Operating systems provide a platform for users
to run applications, share and store information. Reliability of
operating systems is a topic that has been at the forefront of
research in Computer Science for several decades [15], [17],
[6], [11], [7].

There are several reasons why an operating system kernel
can crash. Buggy code, bit-flips of kernel data caused by
cosmic rays and faulty hardware can potentially cause a crash.
Operating system crashes can be classified into two categories.
Some crashes occur when the kernel detects that a serious
error has occured and voluntarily halts the processor. These
crashes are referred to as self-detectable crashes. Some crashes
occur when the system enters a state in which no useful work
is being performed and the kernel is unable to detect this
condition. This is possible when for example, an interrupt
service routine is in an infinite loop with interrupts turned
off. Another example is when a non-preemtible kernel thread
is in an infinite loop1. These types of crashes are referred to as
self-undetectable crashes. External devices such as watchdog

1Software-lockup detection is possible in the latest versions of Linux if
timer interrupts are still functional

timers and processor support techniques [12] are required to
detect such crashes.

It is accepted behavior that when an operating system
crashes, all currently running user programs and data in
volatile memory is lost and unrecoverable because the proces-
sor halts and the system needs to be rebooted. This is inspite
of the fact that all of this information is available in volatile
memory as long as there is no power failure. This paper
explores the possibility of recovering the operating system
using the contents of memory in order to resume execution
of user programs without any data loss.

In this paper, we address recovery of operating system
and user process state from self-undetectable crashes that are
detected by an external watchdog timer. The watchdog timer
is wired to the processor reset pin and asserts that pin on
a timeout. A processor reset disables the MMU, turns off
interrupts, and sets the program counter register to its reset
value (0x0 on ARM). Recovery proceeds by bypassing the
normal boot sequence and jumping to a recovery routine. The
recovery routine re-enables the MMU, re-initializes the timers,
kills the process that was running when the processor was
reset, and finally re-enters the operating system dispatcher.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes our model for faults and our assumptions related to
fault-propagation. We present our implementation platform in
section III. Implementation details are presented sections IV
and V. Our simple evaluation is described in section VI. We
then present some related work in section VII and conclude
in section VIII

II. FAULT MODEL

The key to our recovery approach is exploiting the possi-
bility of recovering the system directly from the contents of
physical memory. This is motivated by the observation that the
contents of physical memory are not affected by a watchdog
induced reset of the processor. All user and kernel state is
still available in memory. Thus, if the fault which caused the
system hang is well contained, then recovery would simply
entail killing the faulty thread and continuing to operate with
the other non-faulty threads. For this reason, our operating
system recovery technique is designed to work when the
following conditions are true.

1) Errors are contained within the hanging kernel thread
2) Kernel task list is not corrupted



3) State of other kernel threads are not corrupted

The first assumption is reasonable for some kernel threads
that performs specific services and does not access other
data structures shared by other threads in the kernel space.
Examples of such kernel threads are device drivers. Since
the recovery of the system relies on continuing dispatching
other good threads in the system after recovery, the second
assumptions ensures the system can continue to operate after
removing the faulty thread. The third assumption is to ensure
the system is recovered to a stable and correct state. If other
kernel threads are corrupted, the system would likely crash
again.

III. DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

The latest version of the Linux kernel at the start of this
project was linux-2.6.16.7. We based our code off this version
of the kernel. The target platform is the ARM processor based
Integrator [1] board emulated by QEMU [5]. The property of
memory preservation was initially observed on real hardware
based on the TI OMAP [2] platform. Our current build
environment is targeted for the Integrator.

The Integrator specification does not include a watchdog
timer. As shown in figure 2 we added a watchdog timer
modeled after the OMAP watchdog to the Integrator hardware
emulated in QEMU. Linux already includes a driver for the
OMAP watchdog. We used this same driver to manage the
new Integrator watchdog.

The memory map of the Integrator in figure 1 shows
the location of the bootloader, the compressed kernel and
the uncompressed kernel. It also shows the location of the
RAMdisk that stores the filesystem required by the kernel.

IV. DETECTION

Hangs in operating systems can be detected in both hard-
ware and in software. Software detection mechanisms, how-
ever, are not completely foolproof because they usually rely on
the working of the timer interrupt. If interrupts are disabled
when the system hangs, the software detection mechanisms
cannot detect the hang.

Hardware detection is possible using processor support
techniques like the Reconfigurable Reliability and Security
Engine (RSE) [12] or hardware watchdog timers.

For this project, we use a hardware watchdog for operat-
ing system hang detection. Processor reset by the hardware
watchdog also provides the benefit of a known reset state to
launch the recovery routine.

Linux provides a native soft-watchdog for hang detection.
It displays an “Oops” message if the watchdog thread has
not been scheduled for more than 10 seconds. A much
better scheme that detects hangs in software is based on
using processor performance counters to ensure progress of
user applications. This design is still being developed by
the DEPEND research group at the University of Illinois ar
Urbana-Champaign.

The OMAP watchdog timer described in section III is
controlled through memory mapped registers and requires
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Fig. 1. Integrator Memory Map: 1-reset, 2-bootloader jumps to compressed
kernel, 3-jump to uncompressed kernel, 4-bypass normal boot for recovery

specific write patterns to enable and disable the watchdog.
The timeout period is configurable through a register write. A
watchdog kick involves writing to a memory mapped register
and this results in the timer reloading the timeout.

When recovery is enabled, we start the watchdog and spawn
a kernel thread which periodically kicks the watchdog. If there
is an error causing an infinite loop in some kernel thread
which is not preemptable, then the kernel thread that pings
the watchdog will not be scheduled, resulting in a watchdog
timeout which resets the processor. Once the processor resets,
the recovery routine will start.

Placing the watchdog kick in a kernel thread cannot detect
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Fig. 2. Integrator Watchdog Architecture
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infinite loop in preemtable kernel threads. Preemptable threads
will be preempted even if infinite loops exist in the thread,
and thus the periodic watchdog kick thread would still be
scheduled. Adding progress indicators to all kernel threads
and monitoring them in the recovery subsystem allows cov-
erage for these type of errors as well. This can be done by
instrumenting each thread to indicate its progress by setting a
progress bit. These bits are periodically cleared and monitored
to ensure that all threads are setting it and thus making
progress. This is however not implemented in our work.

V. RECOVERY

When the watchdog timer resets the ARM processor, it
behaves similarly to when it is first powered on. Interrupts are
disabled, the MMU is disabled, the caches are disabled, and
the program counter is set to the value 0. On the Integrator, the
reset signal is also wired to the external interrupt controllers
and causes all interrupts to be disabled at these controllers as
well.

In order minimize data loss when the watchdog bites,
the processor cache is set to write-through. This impacts
performance significantly. Thus, this contributes to the cost
of increased reliability.

On the Integrator, a small bootloader is present at address
0. During a normal power-on, the bootloader first loads the
Linux kernel, which is usually stored on disk as a compressed
file, into RAM. It then jumps to the compressed kernel. The
compressed kernel has a header which uncompresses the rest
of the kernel to a machine dependent fixed location in physical
memory (0x8000 on ARM Integrator). The compressed kernel
is then discarded and the memory reclaimed. We modified
the bootloader so that on a processor reset, it does not re-
load the compressed kernel and instead jumps directly to
the uncompressed kernel in physical memory. An alternative
option that was also considered was to build the Linux kernel
with support for eXecute In Place and place it in non-
volatile memory instead of the bootloader. Eliminating the
bootloader in this case requires relaxed assumptions about
register contents and processor state in the kernel boot code.
However, we could not get an XIP kernel to run userspace
programs on the Integrator and we were unable to determine
a reason. Therefore, we used the smart bootloader approach
in order to jump back into Linux kernel code.

Once execution resumes at the beginning of “head.s” in the
Linux kernel, a check is performed to see if the current boot is
due to a watchdog reset or a normal power-on. If the reason
is a watchdog reset, the normal boot sequence is bypassed.
The MMU is turned back on in assembly code and a jump is
performed to the C function “recover kernel” in “init/main.c”.
This routine is responsible for all other recovery actions that
are performed.

Locks present a serious problem during recovery. If the
process that was interrupted by a watchdog reset was holding
locks, those locks will need to be released when the process is
killed. During the initial phase of our work, we realized this
problem when a process that was printing characters to the

console was interrupted by the watchdog reset. The recovery
routine was unable to print anything to the console because
the console lock was not released.

To solve this problem, we have built a framework to track
owners of locks and present the ability to forcibly unlock
locks held by any process. This allows us to unlock all
resources owned by the process that was deactivated. Tracking
lock owners is another source of overhead that affects our
implementation.

The recovery routine first unlocks all the locks held by the
process that was running when the watchdog timer reset was
issued. This process is tracked by a variable called “running”
which is updated whenever there is a context switch. It then
dequeues the task from the kernel runqueue so that it is never
scheduled again. The interrupt controllers are reprogrammed to
enable all interrupts that the kernel expects. Interrupts are then
renabled on the processor. The watchdog is re-enabled and
the process dispatcher is then started. The dispatcher resumes
execution of processes in the runqueue.

There are several possible scenarios which can cause recov-
ery to fail. Violations of any of the three conditions mentioned
in section II can result in a state of the system that our
design cannot recover from. For example, if a fault in a kernel
thread causes corruption of the list of tasks maintained by
the kernel, recovery is impossible because there is no way
to determine the user level state of the system. Simply not
scheduling a kernel thread that resulted in a hang is also
definitely not the best solution. Some kernel threads are critical
to the operation of the system. For example, “ksoftirqd” on
Linux is responsible for running interrupt bottom-halves. If
this thread dies or is no longer scheduled, interrupts cannot
be processed correctly by the kernel. “kswapd” is another
example of an important kernel thread that is critical to
the continued operation of the system. It is responsible for
managing memory paging to and from disk.

Our recovery framework is controllable from user space
applications through the proc virtual filesystem on Linux.
Entries in “/proc/sys/recovery” enable control of the watchdog
and recovery.

VI. EVALUATION

We did not have much time to perform a complete eval-
uation of our implementation. However, we have tested our
implementation with several manually inserted infinite loop
hangs inside several running non-critical kernel threads and
other dummy device driver threads. Our implementation was
able to recover the kernel for all of these manually inserted
hangs. These tests however, ensure that the conditions de-
scribed in section II are maintained. A more thorough evalua-
tion using fault-injection and/or real kernel bugs should paint
a much better picture of the extent of system recoverability
through our design.

We have demonstrated in class that our implementation is
able to recover from a hang in a a dummy device driver and
complete execution of the bzip2 uncompression algorithm,
producing correct output. We have also demonstrated to a
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smaller subset of the class, the recovery of a vi editing session
after a kernel hang.

VII. RELATED WORK

The Microsoft Windows operating system allows roll-backs
to previous checkpoints of system configuration using a tool
called “System Restore”. If the system crashes repeatedly,
Windows can be booted in safe mode and a previous check-
point can be restored. This checkpointing is however only
limited to system configuration and checkpoints versions of
files. Unlike our work, it does not provide recoverability to
currently running user processes.

Researchers have explored recovery after operating system
crashes in many different ways. The recovery box approach [4]
uses a region of non-volatile memory to store application
specific state that is used when the system is restarted after a
crash. Recently, researchers at Rutgers have investigated the
use of intelligent network processors with support for Remote-
DMA in order to access the memory of a crashed system and
recover application state [16].

Checkpointing can also be used to recover from crashed
systems running in virtual machines. VMWare [3] and Xen [8]
provide mechanisms to checkpoint currently running operating
systems and restore them. When the operating system crashes,
the checkpoint can be restored and thus providing limited re-
covery. Compared to this approach which loses all information
after the checkpoint, our design can recover currently running
processes.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Recovering an operating system in the manner described
in this paper is controversial. The assumption of thread level
fault-containment is debatable and system recoverability after
the crash of a kernel thread is questionable as well.

We feel that our assumption of thread-level fault-
containment is not unreasonable because the same assumption
is made by the Linux kernel when it continues to operate
despite “Oopses” in the kernel, which are thread attributable
errors caused by serious faults like null-pointer dereferences.
The large user base of Linux and thousands of critical ker-
nel developers have not encountered any reason to change
this behavior. But there has been recent research into fault
propagation in the Linux kernel [10] that suggests that fault-
containment is important. It is possible to enforce containment
via mechanisms like Nooks [18]. But we have not yet had the
opportunity to study the behaviour of our design with such as
system.

Some application-independent kernel state can be recon-
structed by re-running kernel code. Some examples of such
state are interrupt management and physical memory layout
data structures. Reconstructing such data eliminates corruption
that might have occured before the crash.

After a crashing kernel thread is killed, through either an
Oops or through our recovery design, it is possible that the
system is still left in an unusable state because of corruption of
other state or because the thread is crucial to the functioning of

the OS. We feel that this is unacceptable from the viewpoint of
user applications. After a careful analysis of different classes
of kernel threads, we believe that recovery routines that are
thread specific will provide improved reliability. A framework
that allows threads to specify policies that govern recovery can
be used to tailor the recovery effort. For example, the policy
can specify a cleanup routine and request an automatic restart.
This thread-specific information could potentially increase the
chances of a successful recovery.

We have also explored solutions that can be adopted when
all attempts at recovery fail. It is possible to checkpoint
just user-process state to disk. This can be done in either
an application transparent [13], [9], [14] or aware manner.
This allows the operating system to start afresh and load all
checkpointed user processes from disk, thus ensuring fresh
kernel state.

As described in section V, supporting recovery through
a watchdog timer induced processor reset requires that the
processor caches are set to write-through. This has significant
impact on performance. A small change in the architecture
that provides a Non-Maskable Interrupt on the ARM that is
wired to the external watchdog can benefit our design greatly
by eliminating the the problem of losing cache contents and
other processor state. The NMI handler would then jump to
our recovery routine.

We intend to continue working on our current design
and perform a more thorough evaluation using fault-injection
studies. We have already modified QEMU to support injecting
faults into Linux and expect to perform several fault-injection
campaigns over the next couple of months. We expect to
learn more about fault propagation from these experiments
and evaluate the efficacy of our recovery approach.
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